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In the ‘Pink Panther’ what is the ‘Pink Panther’? A Diamond 
How many weddings and funerals in the Hugh Grant Comedy? Four + One 
Which area of London provides the name of the Romantic Comedy starring Julia Roberts & Hugh 
Grant? 

Notting Hill 

‘A Night At The Opera’, ‘Duck Soup’ and ‘A Day At The Races’ feature which legendary comedy 
brothers? 

The Marx Brothers 

‘Happy Gilmore’ and ‘Caddyshack’ centre around which sport? Golf 
Name the Blues Brothers? Jake & Elwood 
According to the title of the film, what does Ace Ventura do for a living? Pet Detective 
According to the title of the film, what does Deuce Bigalow do for a living? Male Gigolo 
What are Laurel and Hardy’s first names? Stan and Oliver 
Name the third film in the Austin Powers series Goldmember 
In the 2004 film '50 First Dates', who plays the female lead opposite Adam Sandler? Drew Barrymore 
In which 1990 film was Kevin accidentally abandoned by his parents? Home Alone 
What is the nationality of Zorba in the film with Anthony Quinn? Greek 
Which comedy duo were the stars of the film 'Way Out West’? Laurel and Hardy 
In 1988, the Four Tops had a hit with 'Loco in Acapulco'. Which film was it taken from? Buster 
Which actress deposes a boy from the school football team in the classic comedy 'Gregory's Girl’? Dee Hepburn 
Comedy-Thriller 'Parasite' was the first non-English film to win the Best Picture Oscar - in which 
country was it filmed? 

South Korea 

Which comedy actor starred in the most 'Carry On' films? Kenneth Williams 
In the 1997 film, Robin Williams creates a new chemical substance, Flubber. What colour is Flubber? Green 
Which fictional policeman was portrayed in films by Peter Sellers (1963), Alan Arkin (1968) and Steve 
Martin (2006)? 

Inspector Clouseau 

Name the film: A young man from the slums appears on an Indian TV game showin order to try and 
get the girl of his dreams? 

Slumdog Millionaire 

What is the name of the main character in 'The Big Lebowski'? The Dude  
 


